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Overview  
With massive advancements in sequencing technology, companies are searching for 

the best ways to process and interpret large amounts of genomic data. Our goal is to 

develop an optimal and automated workflow to analyze sequencing data and visualize 

microbial diversity as well as to identify tumor markers related to specific women’s 

cancers.  

 

Objectives  
Our team’s objectives were to analyze existing source code and generate two workflows for each 

subproject in the coding language R. Another objective was to compile a literature review for each 

subproject and a glossary of terms for the microbial diversity subproject. 

  

Approach  
Microbial Diversity Subproject 

• Reviewed merits of each type of code and chose Bioconductor and Phyloseq for microbial diversity 

• Received sequencing data from sponsor to use in workflow 

• Applied and tweaked workflow to work with given genetic data 

• Created visualizations of microbial data from sponsor 

• Created literature review and glossary based on our findings  

Tumor Marker Subproject 

 Researched existing known SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) in set range of women’s 

cancers 

 Complied this research into a chart of SNPs to scan for 

 Developed code in MATLAB that scanned sequencing data and found SNPs and reported them 

 Converted code in MATLAB to code in R 

 Worked on importing sequencing data from online database into R code* 

 Created literature review based on findings 

 

*Team was unable to finish importing sequencing data into the R code due to unforeseen difficulties 

with file sizes and file compatibility issues. Sponsor was notified and the team made recommendations 

for completing the project in the future 

 

Outcomes  
• The sponsor now has compiled source code to analyze and visualize microbial data 

• The sponsor saved time and resources considering this product  

• The sponsor has resources to better understand the code used for these projects  
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